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About This Content

Nuclear Throne is a post-apocalyptic roguelike-like top-down shooter. Not 'the final hope of humanity' post-apocalyptic, but
'humanity is extinct and mutants and monsters now roam the world' post-apocalyptic. Fight your way through the wastelands

with powerful weaponry, collecting radiation to mutate some new limbs and abilities. All these things and more you could do if
only you were good at this game. Can you reach the Nuclear Throne?

Go through the rough world of Fish, Eyes, Crystal and other mutants with this 35 (+13) track journey of music. Made
throughout the development of the game over 2+ years.

Download to get 35 tracks, 13 bonus songs and demos and instructions how to play the songs 'Legend of the Throne' and 'Kings
and Queens of Wasteland' on guitar! (All bonus content is in a zip file called 'wasteland_scraps.zip'. Press 'SHOW IN SYSTEM'

under the Play album button in your Steam client to find it.)

Tracklist

 1. Legend of the Throne 02:07

 2. Fläshyn 01:27

 3. Biggest Bandit 01:30
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 4. Groundwork of the Past 02:17

 5. Mt. Rubble 01:35

 6. Dogs 01:34

 7. After Bloodshed 01:03

 8. Crystallized Fear 02:21

 9. Frozen City 02:37

 10. The One They Left Behind 01:28

 11. Where They Were Changed 01:59

 12. Place of Power 02:34

 13. Nuclear Throne 02:09

 14. This Is It 01:21

 15. Beyond the Portal 02:35

 16. Captain 01:36

 17. Kings and Queens of Wasteland 04:30

 18. Campfire 01:02

 19. A Way 02:25

 20. Lament of a Mother 01:29

 21. Secret Entrance 01:51

 22. Mind Killer 01:49

 23. Vault 01:32

 24. Guardians of the Crown 01:46

 25. Ode 02:09

 26. Machine God 01:37

 27. Come So Far 01:59

 28. The Place I Once Called Home 01:22

 29. Cursed Killer 01:50

 30. Under Water (feat. Danny B) 02:18
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 31. What's That Smell (feat. Eirik Suhrke) 01:37

 32. Venus Mansion (feat. Doseone) 02:48

 33. Is This Happening (feat. Disasterpeace) 02:28

 34. So Green (feat. Daniel Hagström) 02:13

 35. Where The Guns At (feat. Joonas Turner) 02:20

Details

All songs composed, recorded and mixed by Jukio Kallio

Mastered in E-Studio, Helsinki by Petri Majuri

Thanks for Doseone, Eirik Suhrke, Disasterpeace, Danny B, Daniel Hagström and Joonas Turner for joining on secret level
tracks

'Campfire' original composition by Eirik Suhrke

'Y.V. Car Loop' bonus track and lead guitars on 'Mind Killer' by Joonas Turner

Huge thanks to Vlambeer's Rami Ismail and Jan Willem Nijman for getting me on this project and supporting for 3 years.
Thanks rest of the team, Paul Veer, Joonas Turner and Justin Chan, for always giving amazing feedback and support.
Y'all kept me sane all this time
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very fun game.
worth the price tag if you have some friends to play with.

pros:
-fun with friends
-great mechanic
-high quality textures and graphics
-good menu music

suggestions:
-public lobbies (its just easier than using discord)
-customization for weapon models and character models
-different maps
-more effects on kill and death (such as weed and old noscope memes)

cons:
-mouse movement feels a little wonky, but still easy to get used to
-jump timer is a little too long
-only one map. Started out promising but it's looking like this has been abandoned, which is a shame.. Hello people of worms!

I would like to inform you that the lobbying system in this game flawed. Who said once you set off a nade you can't put it back
together! Another factor is the hitbox on the sniper rifle, I got csgoed so hard. Also why doesn't prodding someone hurt them,
comeon atleast put a sadface on them for the emotional scarring they get after getting shoved in the back.

Thanks for the listen
Philhone. A heartfelt continuation for If My Heart Had Wings, granting us a primary epilogue worthy of the original, and some
side epilogues and alternative routes that were worth telling. Honestly, you'll only be considering this if you're a fan of the
original, and you know, fan discs are made for those types of people. It's worth the money. It even comes nicely packaged with a
refresher on the main events of the first game from Kotori's perspective, which can be a functional lead-in to the inherited
epilogue. When I bought the first game years ago it was one of my first ever visual novels, and I remember pulling an all-nighter
while playing it (it's almost 5am even now as I write this) so this was a nostalgic purchase, and almost brought things full circle
just like the characters themselves.

However, that said, this game is plagued with some technical issues. I got screen tearing during video sequences no matter what
setting combination I tired out. And despite my efforts this thing really demanded a lot more from my computer than it should
need, the only other time I experienced such a baffling mismatch of performance and demand was when another VN I bought
had multithreading disabled. The only reason I'm not not recommending the game is because VN's aren't really about the videos
anyway, and even if the game demands 100% more than it logically should, it's still well below the demands of a AAA game.

Kotori best girl.. really goood and challenging, although my keyboard and monitor dont feel as much love.. At $3 this a steal.

Find the "squirrel jackhammer" for some real fun.

Well worth the ending! Just wow.. this is the 2nd most played game on my steam
this isn't even a game. Is it wrong I didn't refund this?
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If you can't find the encyclopedia, make sure you have downloaded the DLC and then check your game folder. It should be
located somewhere like:

C:\\\\Programs\\\\Steam\\\\steamapps\\\\common\\\\Okhlos\\\\Okhlos - DLC - Encyclopaedia

You can then drag out the PDF document onto your desktop.

Review:
It is a nice requiem of the magnificent humor of the game and worth the money. It is also made in a way so that you could
technically print out the pages and make little booklets out of it. Since there is no wiki for the game, you can also use it to check
the heroes which you are missing for the achievements so you would know which ones to buy in game. There are some small
formatting and spelling mistakes, in case you have serious OCD and can't bare that kind of stuff.

My OCD couldn't bare the thought of this encyclopedia not having a review oO. Also I love the game and the devs.. Fun little
game, solid mechanics, good polish. There is a lot of room for improvement like global scores, or duel with friends, but as it is
is a solid cheap game.. I'm sorry, but a visual novel with lesbians and mermaids should not be this boring.. Excellent unit
addition in this DLC. HMS Victory and USS Constitution are my faves!. An all time classic and still amazingly playable. If you
like turn based games like warlords and the older entries into the HOMM series, this game easily bests anything else in the
genre. There are also some amazing community patches and people still play this online today. Look for Age Of Wonders III
soon, and it too should be an instant classic.. This game looks good at first, and I like what it tries to do, but it needs alot of
polish.

The missions have you grinding through levels you've already done. The resource trading system allows you to get the best
equipment not even halfway through the game, making the aforementioned grinding even easier and more boring once you get
past the initial difficulty curve.

It really needs an autofire feature. There are lots of strange interface quirks that weren't ironed out.

The music is cool at lest.. I've bought this to be used in dual boot system (PC & Linux). it works fine in windows -saving,
animate, exporting to animation, etc.-, but IT WONT DO as well as PC in LINUX.
I've tried with some -free- essential animation, and it force closed without succesfully export animation -and, wont save
modification in file saving either-
Please fix this Linux Issue dev team.
Otherwise, I can recommend this Spriter Pro as a good -PC, NOT Linux- system for creating Sprite for your own game. I'm not
a fan of remixes, but this music got me all pumped up!
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